Introduction
The recent surge of interest in decadal to centennial climate variability is prompted by the need to distinguish between natural and anthropogenic changes in the past century and by immediate interest in decadal cycles that impact societies, such as the Sahel drought or the U.S. dust bowl. In our data-driven science the study of longer periods quickly runs into the limitations imposed by data availability. For most climate variables, adequate global coverage is rarely available before 1950, providing only a few realizations of decadal variability, too few to permit any firm conclusions. Thus we must find ways to extend these data sets into the past. Some extant historical data has not yet been incorporated into
Methods o
We have observations T•ø(x•) at times n -1,..., N available at certain subsets (with elements Xøn) of a set of M space grid points x since not all M grid points are observed at each time. We wish to construct the best estimate of a gridded field T• for all times n = 1,..., N. We construct a linear estimate by solving a least squares minimization problem. In this we follow Gauss and most of our colleagues in meteorology and oceanography, whether they employ optimal interpolation, Kalman 
., L as its columns).
We will take E to be defined by a set of gridded empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) and expect L << M. holes by using the covariance relations to other points and weights observations according to the error estimate 7g•. Even when an observation is available at a point x the analysis takes note of its estimated error and seeks to improve on it by using data at covarying points.
Projection method (P). Only the first sum in
(5) is retained, so there is no further constraint in time or space as in sections 2.1-2.3. One finds the amplitudes of the basis functions that give the best projection on the data. This is essentially the procedure of $hriver and O'Brien [1995] and Smith e! al. [1996] . Data voids are filled with the covariance information carried by the EOFs that comprise the basis set. With ample data the error 7Z will be much smaller than ½, the covariance of the variable itself, so the OI solution will be controlled by the first term of (5). In this case the P analysis will be close to the OI analysis. If there are fewer than L data points, then the EOF amplitudes will be undetermined and the P method will fail. With somewhat more data these amplitudes will be formally determined, and the P scheme will produce an analysis, but one likely to be strongly influenced by observational errors.
In principle the quality of the analysis improves as one moves up the list from P to OS; formal error estimates are given by K97. However, the OI method adds the need for the covariance estimates C, while the OS and KF require Q and •4. Each step up relies on more information and will only improve the analysis if this information is close enough to being correct.
The most important information is the stationary spatial covariance of the field, C. It is the source of the EOFs and the key ingredient in all the recipes for filling data voids. Our algorithm for estimating C is arguably the most original feature of our analysis procedure. A complete account of it appears in section 3.2 of K97; a heuristic description will be given here.
We begin by calculating Craw, the covariance of the observational data in the relatively data-rich period 1951-1991. Because of data gaps and observational error, Craw will not be a true covariance, even of the sample. We therefore smooth Craw in each spatial direction. As explained in K97, this is done as if the filter had been applied to the spatial field at each time and would be an exactly equivalent operation if the data had no gaps. The result, Cf, preserves the large-scale relations in the original covariance, which we presume to be correctly estimated by the data sample, while eliminating the small-scale variations, which we presume to be dominated by observational error. The smoothing also removes some of the variance of the original data. This is undesirable since we believe that the original observational sample is a good estimate of the true variance once the error variance is removed. That is, we estimate true variance as V : diag[Craw-R], where R is the estimated observational error (discussed below).
This formula for V assumes that the errors are not correlated with the signal. We now rectify the unfortunate effect of the smoothing by inflating the variance in Cf back up to the values in V; see K97 for a precise account. The resulting covariance matrix Cv has the same correlation structure as the smoothed matrix Cf but a better estimate of the variance; from it we calculate the EOFs that are to be used as a basis set. There is one final step, taken to correct for the fact that smoothing the covariance artificially reddens the variance (eigenvalue) spectrum of the EOFs. A percentage /3 of each eigenvalue is taken away; then the variance removed in this way is added back uniformly to each eigenvalue, whitening the spectrum somewhat. The percentage/3 is tuned as described by K97, the general idea being that in the OI analysis the variance of the first EOF, the most robust structure, will come close to the estimated first eigenvalue.
In the absence of a physical model connecting SSTs at successive times we also estimate the •4• from the data; they are multivariate AR(1) models. In principle they could be full matrices that vary monthly, but the tests described by K97 led to the conclusion that the We take the observational error to be spatially uncorrelated (R,, is diagonal; see K97 for discussion of this assumption) but inhomogeneous, depending on the local variance and on the number of observations in each gridbox that month. The idea is that the error is a combination of a measurement error and a sampling error that arises from having too few measurements to estimate precisely the mean over the month and the 5øx 5 ø area. As in K97, we make use of the greater resolution of the COADS monthly mean data to estimate the intrabox variance tr. Then with Nobs observations in box m for month n (these data are part of the GOSTA products) the observational error variance is Rn mm= o'2(m)/Nobs(m, n).
As a benchmark for our analyses in the period 1982-1991 we use the NCEP OI analysis of Reynolds and Smith [1994] . It is produced weekly at 1øxl ø grid resolution; we average it to monthly 5øx5 ø means. This analysis blends all available in situ and bias-corrected satellite data to produce what should be considered as the best estimate of recent SST fields available at present.
Comparisons of Methods and Products

Comparison of different methods. We com-
pare among the four analysis products (OS, KF, OI, and P) and the GOSTA product. In principle they should generally rank in the order OS, KF, OI, P, and GOSTA. With very sparse data coverage, however, the projection product P can exaggerate errors and be worse than the input data GOSTA because the EOF amplitudes are ill determined. In view of the limited skill of the timedependence model A we may anticipate that the OS and KF products will not improve much on the OI except at times when data is extremely scarce. Figure I shows that overall the OI product is close to the OS, and the KF is closer still, while the pro- require a cooperative effort among the groups producing these products and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Verification on Global FieldsExperiments With Withheld Data
We repeated an experiment described by K97 (Figures 7 better job of filling the hole. It seems that data from other oceans add useful information, even though the Atlantic is well observed outside the withheld region.
We now turn to some withheld data experiments directly relevant to the 136 year global analysis. In these experiments we apply the data coverage mask from a sparsely sampled month in the past to a well sampled month in the recent period; below we refer to each of these as a "simulated analysis. To test the analysis for a period not used in estimating the covariance structures, we carried out additional experiments as follows: the NCEP OI SST fields from January 1992 to July 1996 were chosen as the "true" solution. These "true" data were resampled and corrupted by noise according to the data availability and our estimates of observational error for a certain period in the past. Then the results of the analysis were compared with the NCEP OI solution. In the first experiment we used the data mask of 8 years earlier (so that the data of 1994 was resampled according to data availability in 1986), and in the second experiment it was taken 76 years earlier (so that 1994 was resampled as if it was 1918). Evidence as to the quality of these series is offered in Figure 13 5øS-5øN, 170ø-120øW) ; GEq, global equator, (5øS-5øN); and GL, global, (30øS-60øN).
analyses of Plates 1-5 in which the data is sampled to match the data availability in those five poorly observed periods. The results indicate that even in poorly sampled times the variability in these indices is •aptured in our OS analysis. Only the 1860s case is markedly worse than the full coverage case. In contrast, the GOSTA values are typically quite poor in all but the well-sampled modern period. The indices are averages over large areas, which serve to reduce sampling error. With this in mind, it is somewhat disconcerting that the disagreements (notably including Smith et al. [1996] versus NCEP OI) are as large as they are. Although our error bars almost always cross zero, indicating that the differences are within expected 95% error limits, we believe that these differences are due less to observational and sampling error than to differences in the covariance structures assumed in the different analyses. This issue was discussed in section 4; Figure 13 shows that its influence on area averages is not trivial.
There is no independent data that allows a straightforward validation of these series. However, they were chosen because they are thought to have some importance in larger patterns of climate variability, which provides some possibilities for indirect verification. In order to generate an analysis that is better than the input data all these methods add structural information about the fields and the observations. OI requires the spatial covariances of the SST field itself and of the observational errors. The OS and KF procedures are usually built on a time dependent physical model; here we replace it with a statistical model which requires the SST covariances at a 1 month time lag. The required spatial and lag-one covariance functions are estimated from the available data; our procedures are described briefly here and in detail by K97. The limited length of the time series and their serial correlations guarantees that the global covariance matrix estimated from data cannot be of full rank. The situation is still worse, since much of the time-space grid is observed inaccurately or not at all. Our procedure concedes this point and aims only to capture the covariance of the major features of the global fields in a matrix of low rank (relative to the dimension of the full spatial grid). Presumably these are the features of greatest interest for climate studies.
The methods would be truly "optimal" only if the true covariances were perfectly known. Still, since the covariances estimates are reasonable and likely to be decent approximations at least for the major features, one may reasonably expect substantial improvement over the raw GOSTA data that is our input. We offered considerable evidence to this effect, including comparisons to withheld data and to independent records from coastal and island stations and from coral proxies. We also showed a number of instances when the GOSTA products give implausible values even for averages over large areas.
Unrealistic This is a modeling assumption in these methods, and we regard it as the most plausible way to fill holes and certainly superior to not filling them at all. The latter falls further short of optimal than does our use of somewhat incorrect covariance structures and so is more likely to mislead. At the same time, it is essential to pay attention to error estimates and to keep in mind that with very little data, very little can be known with certainty. The analysis of the 1988 cold event is a telling example of another problem due to limited data coverage, one stemming from the inability to define an adequate climatology of variability. The TOGA TAO array allows the cold tongue to be defined as a narrow structure, whereas the sparse coverage from ship reports provides only a fuzzy view. Never having seen such a thing, our procedures are powerless to reproduce it. We fixed the problem by making sure the procedure learned about this structure, but other structures (small scale but vigorous coastal phenomena as a probable example) may be missed because they were never observed. This episode points to the wisdom of Smith ½t al. [1996] A cooperative effort among all analysis groups is needed to understand the reasons for such large differences.
